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◦ PRE-REQUISITE:

◦  Basic Knowledge of Internet of Things 

◦ OBJECTIVES: 

◦ 1. To convey electronic products to customers within 24 hours. 

◦ 2. Increase the life span of electronic products that the company offers.

◦ 3. To continually upgrade the company with up-to-date e-business applications



OUTCOME :
◦ After completion of the course the students are expected to be able to: 

◦ 1. Comprehend the underlying economic mechanisms and driving forces of E- 
Commerce Understand the critical building blocks of E-Commerce and different types 
of prevailing business models employed by leading industrial leaders.

◦  2. Appraise the opportunities and potential to apply and synthesize a variety of E- 
Commerce concepts and solutions to create business value for organizations, 
customers, and business partners 

◦ 3. Formulate E-Commerce strategies that lever firms’ core competencies, facilitate 
organizational transformation, and foster innovation 

◦ 4. Undertake planning, organizing, and implementing of E-Commerce initiatives to 
effectively respond to of dynamic market environments.

◦  5. Students can able to understand the multimedia concepts and digital environments 
of E- commerce 



- What is Commerce?
- What is E-Commerce?
- Different Definitions of E-Commerce
- Scopes of E-Commerce
- Difference of E-Commerce and Traditional Commerce
- Benefits of E-Commerce
- Types of E-Commerce

Introduction To E- Commerce



Introduction To Commerce

Commerce is the exchange of something of value 
between two entities. That "something“ may be 
goods, services, information, money, or anything 
else the two entities consider to have value. 
Commerce is the central mechanism from which 
capitalism is derived.



 There are many different definitions and understanding about 
E-Commerce.

According to Frederick J. Riggins and Hyeun-Suk Rhee, a recent pilot 
survey shows that some practitioners and managers view 
E-Commerce --> buying and selling goods and products over internet.

However, researchers believe the E-Commerce practice should  include a 
wide variety of presale and post-sale activities.

What is “E-Commerce”?



Treese and Stewart gave their view of Internet-commerce as 

follows:

“… the use of the global Internet for purchase and  sale of 

goods and services, including  service and support after the sale. 

The Internet may be an efficient mechanism for advertising and 

distributing product information, but our focus is on enabling 

complete business transactions.”

 Different Definitions of Electronic Commerce



“…. Speaking broadly, electronic commerce includes the use of 

computing and communication technologies in financial 

business, online airline reservation, order processing, 

inventory management...

Historically speaking, the best known idea in electronic 

commerce has been Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)…” 

Although their view of e-commerce has been expanded to 

services and support after sale.

 Different Definitions of Electronic Commerce



Daniel Minoli and Emma Minoli gave their view of 
Internet-based commerce as follows:

“… This revolution is known as electronic commerce, which is 
any purchasing or selling through an electronic communications 
medium.

… Internet-based commerce, in general, and Web-based 
commerce, in particular, are important sub-disciplines of 
electronic commerce.”

 Different Definitions of Electronic Commerce

Topic: Definitions of E-Commerce



“Electronic commerce is the symbiotic integration of 
communications, data management, and security 
capabilities to allow business applications within
different organizations to automatically exchange 
information related to the sale of goods and services.”

 Different Definitions of Electronic Commerce

Topic: Definitions of E-Commerce



Electronic Commerce encompasses one or more of the following:
•EDI 
•EDI on the Internet
•E-mail on the Internet
•Shopping on the World Wide Web
•Product sales and services on the Web
•Electronic banking or funds transfer
•Outsourced customer and employee care operations

Topic: Scope of  E--Commerce

The Scope of Electronic Commerce



 Differences between Electronic Commerce 
and traditional commerce
The major difference is the way information is exchanged and processed:

•Traditional commerce:
•face-to-face, telephone lines , or mail systems
•manual processing of traditional business transactions
•individual involved in all stages of business transactions

•E-Commerce:
•using Internet or other network communication technology
•automated processing of business transactions
•individual involved in all stages of transactions
•pulls together all activities of business transactions, marketing and 
advertising as well as service and customer support

Topic: Introduction to E-Commerce



Benefits to Organizations:

-Market expansion to national and international markets

-Reduced cost of creating, processing, distributing, storing and retrieving         

  paper based information

- Reduced inventories.(Just-in –time manufacturing)

- Automated business processing

- Cost-effective document transfer

- Reduced time to complete business transactions, speed-up the delivery time

-Improved customer service.

-Increased productivity

-Reduced transportation Costs

Topic:Benefits of  E-Commerce

Benefits of E- Commerce



Benefits to Consumers:
-Tranactions can be done 24 hrs a day, all year round and from any  

  location

- Customer has more choices

- Rapid inter-personal communications and information accesses

- Wider access to assistance and to advice from experts 

- Save shopping time and money

- Fast services and delivery

Topic:Benefits of  E-Commerce

Benefits of E- Commerce



Technical Limitations:
-Lack of security,reliability,standards

-Insufficient bandwidth

-Rapid change in software development tools

-Difficult to integrate the Internet and EC s/w with existing applications 

and databases

-Venders require special web servers and other infrastructures

-Incompatibility of certain operating systems with certain h/w or s/w.

Topic:Benefits of  E-Commerce

Limitations of E- Commerce



Non-Technical Limitations:
-Cost and justification

-Security and privacy

-Lack of trust and user resistance

-Other factors

Topic:Benefits of  E-Commerce

Limitations of E- Commerce



•Economic Factors

•Marketing and Customer Interaction Forces

•Technology and Digital Convergence

Topic:Benefits of  E-Commerce

Forces fueling E- Commerce



-Reduced Cost 

-Low technological  infrastructure

-Internal Integration of operations

-External Integration of operations

Topic:Benefits of  E-Commerce

Economic Forces



-Efficient Marketing Channel

-Target Marketing

-Market Equity

-Customer Relations

Topic:Benefits of  E-Commerce

Marketing and Customer
 Interaction Forces



E-commerce and the Internet

E-Commerce Today

• E-commerce: use of the Internet and Web to transact business; digitally 
enabled transactions.

• Began in 1995 and grew exponentially; still growing even in a recession.

• Companies that survived the dot-com bubble burst and now thrive.

• E-commerce revolution is still in its early stages.

Essentials of Management Information Systems
 E-Commerce: Digital Markets, Digital Goods



E-commerce and the Internet

Figure 9-1

The Growth of E-Commerce

Essentials of Management Information Systems



Why E-Commerce Is Different

E-commerce and the Internet

• Ubiquity 

• Internet/Web technology available everywhere: work, home, and so on, 
anytime.  

• Effect: 

• Marketplace removed from temporal, geographic locations to 
become “marketspace”

• Enhanced customer convenience and reduced shopping costs

Essentials of Management Information Systems



Unique Features of E-commerce Technology

E-commerce and the Internet

• Global reach
• The technology reaches across national boundaries, around Earth
• Effect: 

• Commerce enabled across cultural and national boundaries 
seamlessly and without modification.

• Marketspace includes, potentially, billions of consumers and 
millions of businesses  worldwide.

Essentials of Management Information Systems



Unique Features of E-commerce Technology

E-commerce and the Internet

• Universal standards
• One set of technology standards: Internet standards
• Effect: 

• Disparate computer systems easily communicate with one another.
• Lower market entry costs—costs merchants must pay to bring 

goods to market.
• Lower consumers’ search costs—effort required to find suitable 

products.

Essentials of Management Information Systems
Chapter 9 E-Commerce: Digital Markets, Digital Goods



Unique Features of E-commerce Technology

E-commerce and the Internet

• Richness
• Supports video, audio, and text messages
• Effect: 

• Possible to deliver rich messages with text, audio, and video 
simultaneously to large numbers of people.

• Video, audio, and text marketing messages can be integrated 
into single marketing message and consumer experience.

Essentials of Management Information Systems
E-Commerce: Digital Markets, Digital Goods



Unique Features of E-commerce Technology

E-commerce and the Internet

• Interactivity
• The technology works through interaction with the user
• Effect: 

• Consumers engaged in dialog that dynamically adjusts 
experience to the individual.

• Consumer becomes co-participant in process of delivering goods 
to market.

Essentials of Management Information Systems
E-Commerce: Digital Markets, Digital Goods



Unique Features of E-commerce Technology

E-commerce and the Internet

• Information density
• Large increases in information density—the total amount and quality 

of information available to all market participants
• Effect:

• Greater price transparency
• Greater cost transparency
• Enables merchants to engage in price discrimination

Essentials of Management Information Systems
Chapter 9 E-Commerce: Digital Markets, Digital Goods



Unique Features of E-commerce Technology

E-commerce and the Internet

• Personalization/Customization
• Technology permits modification of messages, goods
• Effect:

• Personalized messages can be sent to individuals as well as groups.
• Products and services can be customized to individual preferences.

Essentials of Management Information Systems
Chapter 9 E-Commerce: Digital Markets, Digital Goods



Unique Features of E-commerce Technology

E-commerce and the Internet

• Social technology
• The technology promotes user content generation and social 

networking 
• Effect:

• New Internet social and business models enable user content 
creation and distribution, and support social networks.

Essentials of Management Information Systems
Chapter 9 E-Commerce: Digital Markets, Digital Goods



Key Concepts in E-commerce: Digital Markets and Digital Goods In a Global 
Marketplace

E-commerce and the Internet

• Digital markets reduce

• Information asymmetry

• Search costs

• Transaction costs

• Menu costs
• Digital markets enable

• Price discrimination

• Dynamic pricing

• Disintermediation

Essentials of Management Information Systems
Chapter 9 E-Commerce: Digital Markets, Digital Goods



E-commerce and the Internet

Figure 9-2

The typical 
distribution 
channel has 
several 
intermediary 
layers, each of 
which adds to the 
final cost of a 
product, such as a 
sweater. Removing 
layers lowers the 
final cost to the 
consumer.

The Benefits of Disintermediation to the Consumer

Essentials of Management Information Systems
Chapter 9 E-Commerce: Digital Markets, Digital Goods



Key Concepts in E-commerce: Digital Markets and Digital Goods In a Global 
Marketplace

E-commerce and the Internet

• Digital goods

• Goods that can be delivered over a digital network

• E.g., music tracks, video, software, newspapers, books

• Cost of producing first unit almost entire cost of product: 
marginal cost of producing 2nd unit is about zero

• Costs of delivery over the Internet very low

• Marketing costs remain the same; pricing highly variable

• Industries with digital goods are undergoing revolutionary 
changes (publishers, record labels, etc.)

Essentials of Management Information Systems
Chapter 9 E-Commerce: Digital Markets, Digital Goods



Convergence of Content
-Convergence of different types of information

-Information gathering, processing, manipulation       and   

distribution

Convergence of transmission

-Convergence of Communication equipment

-Convergence of Voice and data networks

Topic:Benefits of  E-Commerce

Technology and Digital Convergence



✔Business to Consumer (B2C)
✔Business to Business (B2B)
✔Consumer to Consumer (C2C)
✔Consumer to Business (C2B)
✔Business to Government (B2G)
✔Government  to Business(G2B)
✔Government to Citizen(G2C)
✔Mobile Commerce

TopicTypes of  E-Commerce

Types of E- Commerce

B2B B2C B2G

C2B C2C C2G

G2B G2C G2G
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B2C applications

• Offer directly to the customer an interface of activity
– Typical examples:

• Online book store (e.g. amazon.com)
• Online car purchasing (e.g. automall.com)
• Booking and purchase of airline tickets (e.g. ryanair.com) 

• Correspond to retail sale 
• Growth of B2C applications thanks to Internet
• A new kind of B2C applications are the Cybermalls



B2C applications:
advantages and disadvantages  

• Advantages:
– Allow company to extend existing services to customers
– Allow company to increase its customers
– Offer a wider choice and allow cheaper prices 
– May give to the company a  worldwide visibility
– Online shops are accessible 24h a day

• Disadvantages:
– Low  order conversion rates
– High risk



Direct Business-to-Business 
Relationship
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B2B applications

• Realize transactions needed to perform 
financial or commercial activities by 
companies over the Internet

• Some typical applications:
– E-procurement
– E-Marketplace

• The turnover is much greater than that 
dealed with B2C applications



B2B applications:
advantages and disadvantages

• Advantages:
– Help to automate communications between  

companies making them easier and quicker
– Allow to cut prices drastically
– Help in reducing mistakes

•  Disadvantages:
– Often need legacy integration 
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Consumer-to-consumer 
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C2C applications

• Concern the consumers who run 
negotations with other consumers 
sometimes utilizing as intermediary a 
company
– Examples:

• Ebay
• Autotrader.com



C2C  applications:
advantages and disadvantages

• Advantages
– Allow consumers to interact directly among 

them
– Give to the consumers a new way of 

purchasing and selling services and goods
• Disadvantages

– Little earning capacity



B2G applications

• Correspond to all kind of transactions 
between company and public administrator

• Utilized mostly in the USA



Mobile commerce applications
• Concern doing businesses by means of mobile 

wireless devices
• Can be both B2B and B2C
• Have a growing importance in the future of 

e-commerce applications
• Will introduce completely new forms of 

electronic commerce
– E.g. E-tickets 

• The development of such applications faces some 
of the greatest challenges in the security area to 
secure the trust of consumers



Improving Direct Marketing
-Product Promotion

-New Sales Channels

-Direct Savings

-Reduced Cycle Time

-Customer Service

-Brand or Corporate Image

Topic:Benefits of  E-Commerce

Impact of E- Commerce



Transforming Organizations
-Technology and Organizational Learning

-Changing Nature of Work

Transforming
-New Product Capabilities

-New Business Models

Topic:Benefits of  E-Commerce

Impact of E- Commerce



Impact on Manufacturing
-Manufacturing systems are changing from mass production to 

demand-driven 

- Just –In-time Manufacturing

-Web-based systems 

-Flexible sytems

Topic:Benefits of  E-Commerce

Impact of E- Commerce



Impact on finance and Accounting:

-On-line payments systems

-Security involved in electronic payment systems

Impact on HRM, Training and Education

Topic:Benefits of  E-Commerce

Impact of E- Commerce



Kalakota and Whinston’s E-commerce 
framework

Four key building blocks:
– Common business services infrastructure
– Message and information distribution
– Multimedia content and network 

publishing
– The Internet (infrastructure)

Two supporting pillars:
– Public policy (“governance”)
– Technical standards



Topic:Benefits of  E-Commerce

Generic Framework of E-commerce

Electronic commerce applications

Public 
Policy:
Legal 
and 
Privacy 
issues

Technical
Standards
For
Documents,
Security,
and
 network
Protocols

Common Business Services infrastructure

Messaging and Information Distribution 
Infrastructure

Multimedia content and Network 
Publishing Infrastructure

Network Infrastructure



Topic:Benefits of  E-Commerce

E-commerce Applications

-Supply Chain Management

-Video-on-demand

-Procurement and purchasing

-On-line Marketing and Advertising

-Home Shopping



Topic:Benefits of  E-Commerce

Common Business Services infrastructure

The common business infrastructure for 
electronic commerce consists of four main 
elements:

–Security
–Authentication
–Encryption
–Electronic Payments



Security

• Major concern for doing business on the Internet.
• Businesses feel vulnerable to attack.
• Encryption is used to help secure data.
• HTTPS (HTTP with SSL) is used to encrypt data to 

ensure its integrity and safety.
– Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) is a standard for secure 

interactions use on the Web. SSL, uses a combination of 
private key encryption (using a one-time session key) and 
digital signatures to enhance the security of transmission.

• Concerns remain for e-commerce transactions since 
there are numerous examples of data and privacy 
issues.



Authentication

• Authentication is the security process of verifying 
that a user is who he or she says they are.

• Passwords are the most common type of 
authentication.
– It is important that users understand strong passwords.

• Digital signatures are now gaining popularity for 
authenticating transmitted information.



Authentication: Digital Signatures
• Digital signatures take the place of ordinary 

signatures in online transactions to prove 
that the sender of a message is who he or 
she claims to be.

• When received, the digital signature is 
compared with a known copy of the 
sender’s digital signature.

• Digital signatures are also sent in encrypted 
form to ensure they have not been forged.



Encryption

• Encryption systems translate data into a secret code 
(many types of encryption used).

• Encryption systems include 4 main components: 
– Plaintext: the unencrypted message
– An encryption algorithm: that works like the locking 

mechanism to a safe
– A key that works like the safe’s combination
– Ciphertext is produced from the plaintext message by the 

encryption function.
– Decryption is the same process in reverse (like a 

modulation/demodulation), but it doesn’t always use the same 
key or algorithm. Plaintext results from  decryption.



Encryption Techniques

• The two main encryption techniques now in 
use:
– Symmetric encryption in which both sender 

and receiver use the same key.
– Asymmetric or public key encryption, which 

uses two separate keys, called public and 
private keys.



Symmetric Encryption

• Symmetric or private key encryption, uses the 
same algorithm and key to both encrypt and 
decrypt a message.

• Historically, this is the most common encryption 
technique.

• Since the key must be distributed, however, it is 
vulnerable to interception. This is an important 
weakness of symmetric key encryption.

• DES uses symmetric encryption.



Asymmetric or Public Key Encryption

• A second popular technique is asymmetric or public 
key encryption (PKE). 

• PKE is called asymmetric since it uses two different 
“one way” keys:
– a public key used to encrypt messages, and
– a private key used to decrypt them.  

• PKE greatly reduces the key management problem 
since the private key is never distributed.

• PGP (pretty good privacy) is a popular form of PKE 
available as shareware.



Figure 7.5  Encryption



Electronic Payments
• A number of payment methods are used by 

businesses to make and receive payments on the 
Internet.

• These methods are basically the equivalent of off-line 
payment methods.

• Here are a few of the most popular types:
– Virtual Terminals.
– Transaction Processors.
– Internet Checking.
– Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT).



Search Engines
• Search engines are used to index the contents of 

the Internet so that information about a specific 
topic can be located.

• Managers should pay attention to search engines 
for two reasons:
– They provide useful and extensive access to 

information.
– And, they can provide the visibility that becoming 

listed with them provides.
• Google, founded in 1991 by two Stanford Ph.D. 

students, is the most popular search engine.



Web Services & Personalization

• A web service is a standardized way of integrating 
web-based applications.
– Organizations can share data transparently.
– Web services are the basic building blocks of the SOA 

(Service Oriented Architecture).
– They are excellent for integrating systems across 

organizational boundaries.
• Personalization is the “selective delivery of content 

and services to customers and prospective 
customers”.
– Can offer customized services to meet the past and future 

interests of customers.



Topic:Benefits of  E-Commerce

Messaging and Information Distribution 
Infrastructure

• Second building block of supporting 
framework for e-commerce.

• Includes email, instant messaging, Voice 
over IP (VoIP), point-to-point file 
transfers (FTP), and groupware.

• E-mail is still largest use in this area.
– ISP (Internet Service Provider) connects the 

user to the Internet.



Topic:Benefits of  E-Commerce

Multimedia content

• Third building block of supporting framework for 
e-commerce. Includes standards for various multimedia file 
types. Examples of materials transported in this way include:
– Video 
– Audio
– Text/Electronic documents
– Graphics & Photos
– Realtime/Non-realtime applications



Topic:Benefits of  E-Commerce

Network Publishing Infrastructure

• Fourth building block of supporting framework 
for e-commerce. Includes data communications 
circuits over which information travels. Includes:
– Packet-switched networking (telephony is 

circuit-switched)
– Packets contain overhead information including 

addressing 
– They are also routed, like mail
– All of this flows across Internet backbones
– Newer Internet access technologies include wireless 

access, cable access and DSL.



Topic:Benefits of  E-Commerce

Public Policy
• Public policy is one of two supporting pillars for e-commerce. 

Public policy issues include: 
– universal access,  
– privacy, 
– information pricing, 
– information access.

• Privacy issues include what information is private and/or who 
should have the right to use/sell information about Internet users:
– Requesting personal information on visiting a web site
– Creating customer profiles
– Leaving electronic footprints when visiting a web site



Topic:Benefits of  E-Commerce

Technical Standards

• Standardization is the second supporting pillar 
for e-Commerce. Standards are critical for 
electronic interaction. 

• Secure Electronic Transaction (SET) for secure 
payments of online credit card transactions is 
one of the most heavily promoted standards

• Other application standards include file transfer 
protocol (FTP), hypertext transfer protocol 
(HTTP), simple network management protocol 
(SNMP), post office protocol (POP), and 
multimedia internet mail extensions (MIME)



E-Commerce Framework
• Kalakota and Whinston offer a generic framework for 

e-commerce.

• This framework assumes that new technology will be built on 
existing technology infrastructure.  

• It uses four key building blocks and two supporting pillars.



Introduction
• E-commerce is a general concept covering any form of 

business transaction or information exchange executed using 

information and communication technologies (ICT’s).

• It includes electronic trading of goods, services and electronic 

material. 

• It is a modern business methodology that addresses the needs 

of organizations, merchants and consumers while improving 

the quality of goods and services and increasing the speed of 

service delivery.





Four key building blocks:

•Common business services infrastructure.

•Message and information distribution.

•Multimedia content and network publishing.

•The Internet (infrastructure).

Two supporting pillars:

•Public policy (“governance”).

•Technical standards.



Common Business Services 
Infrastructure

The common business infrastructure for electronic 

commerce consists of four main elements:

•Security

•Authentication

•Encryption

•Electronic Payments



Electronic Payments
• A number of payment methods are used by 

businesses to make and receive payments on 

the Internet.

•  Here are a few of the most popular types:

1. Virtual Terminals.

2. Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT).



Messaging and Information 
Distribution Infrastructure

• Second building block of supporting framework for 

e-commerce.

• Includes email, instant messaging, Voice over IP 

(VoIP), point-to-point file transfers (FTP).

• E-mail is still largest use in this area.

     



Multimedia Content
• Third building block of supporting framework for 

e-commerce. 

• Includes standards for various multimedia file types. 

• Examples of materials transported in this way include:

1. Video 

2. Audio

3. Text/Electronic documents

4. Graphics & Images.



Internet Infrastructure
• Fourth building block of supporting framework for 

e-commerce. 
• Includes data communications circuits over which 

information travels. 
• Includes:

1. Packet/ Circuit - Switched Networking. [Packets 
contain overhead information including address. 
They are routed, like mail, this flows across 
Internet backbones.]

2. Newer Internet access technologies include 
wireless access, cable access and DSL.



Public policy • Public policy issues include: 
1. Universal access,  
2. Privacy, 
3. Information pricing, 
4. Information access.

• Privacy issues include what information is private 
and/or who should have the right to use/sell 
information about Internet users:

1. Requesting personal information on visiting a web site
2. Creating customer profiles
3. Leaving electronic footprints when visiting a web site



Technical Standards
• Standardization is the second supporting pillar for 

e-Commerce. 
• Standards are critical for electronic interaction. 
• Secure Electronic Transaction (SET) for secure 

payments of online credit card transactions is one 
of the most heavily promoted standards

• Other application standards include 
1. file transfer protocol (FTP), 
2. hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP), 
3. simple network management protocol (SNMP), 
4. post office protocol (POP), and 
5. multimedia internet mail extensions (MIME)



Anatomy of E-Commerce 
applications

E-Commerce applications are:

1. Multimedia Content for E-Commerce Applications

2. Multimedia Storage Servers & E-Commerce 
Applications

•Client-Server Architecture in Electronic Commerce    

•Internal Processes of Multimedia Servers

•Video Servers & E-Commerce



Multimedia Content for 
E-Commerce Applications

• Multimedia content can be considered both fuel 
and traffic for e - commerce applications.

• The technical definition of multimedia is the use of 
digital data in more than one format, such as the 
combination of text, audio, video, images, 
graphics, numerical data, holograms, and 
animations in a computer file/document. 

• Multimedia is associated with Hardware 
components in different networks.

• The Accessing of multimedia content depends on 
the hardware capabilities of the customer.



Multimedia Storage Servers & 
E-Commerce Applications

• E-Commerce requires robust servers to store 
and distribute large amounts of digital 
content to consumers.

• These Multimedia storage servers are large 
information warehouses capable of handling 
various content, ranging from books, 
newspapers, advertisement catalogs, movies, 
games, & X-ray images.

• These servers, serve information upon 
request, must handle large-scale distribution, 
guarantee security, & provide reliability.



1)  Client-Server Architecture in E - Commerce
•The client - server model, allows client to interact 
with server through request-reply sequence 
governed by a paradigm known as message passing.

•The server manages application tasks, storage , 
security & provides scalability to add more clients and 
client devices. (like Personal digital assistants to Pc’s)
2) Internal Processes of Multimedia Servers

•The internal processes involves the storage, retrieval 
& management of multimedia data objects.

•A multimedia server is a combination of both 
hardware & software which captures, processes, 
manages, & delivers text, images, audio & video.

•It include high-end symmetric multiprocessors, 
clustered architecture, and massive parallel systems.



Video Servers & E-Commerce
• The electronic commerce applications related 

to digital video will include
1. Telecommunicating and video conferencing.
2. Geographical information systems that 

require storage &   navigation over maps.
3. Corporate multimedia servers.
• Postproduction studios.

1. shopping kiosks.
2. Consumer applications will include 

video-on-demand.



Network infrastructure for E-com
Introduction

Companies are upgrading their network infrastructure or creating new 
products and reorganizing through mergers  to better prepare for life 
on the I-way.
Long distance and local telephone operators are laying new high speed 
fiber optic links to the home
Cable television providers are either upgrading their coaxial cable or 
installing fiber optic links.
To access information computer companies are building sophisticated 
PCs with much more functionality and TV manufacturers are building 
televisions and set top boxes
Software companies are racing to build the tools and programs to make 
it all work together.



Market forces influencing the I-Way

1. Demands and requirements of market participants
->Success or failure of any innovation, product or service is a factor of 
market forces.
->market place was fragmented into communication, entertainment and 
information sectors

1. The boundaries among communication, entertainment and 
information are not absolute.eg. Video is part of information 
entertainment and communication via video conferencing

2. The boundaries among equipment are not absolute. Technology 
exists to allow television sets and PCs to interact or exchange any sort of 
data.



      2. Strategic alliances and the I-way 
infrastructure

• strategic alliances bring together 
key stakeholders for the purpose of achieving 

specific objectives, which they cannot otherwise achieve, on their own.

Increased need for services, 
–challenges in delivering –  diverse needs (sectors/markets), 

–cost to deliver – economies of scale, limited resources – financial and 
human, skills and expertise



Types of Strategic Alliances



The Service Providers 

Resorts
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Hospitals
Day Spas

Clinics
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Work independently in their 
own environments



Better 
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the sum of 
the parts

Convergence – Innovating a New 
Value-added Sector
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Strategic 
Alliance

Association Trade Tools
•Trade Links

•Trade Articles
•Trade Presentations

•Trade Training
•Train-the-Trainer

Trade Information
•Market Reports

•Guides and Tools

Training and Mentoring
• Workshops

• Product Design
•Packaging Improvements

Market Access
•Trade Missions/Fairs
•Business Sourcing

•Matching/brokerage

Sector Association Trade Tools
•Sector Studies
•Sector experts

•Sector-related fairs and missions
•Special Interest Groups

 – gender, youth

Trade Information Services
•Information System Management

•Web Portal for online TIS

Training and Mentoring
•Training of Trainers
•Workshop Materials
•Mentoring Support

Market Representation
• Foreign Service Officers

       Roles and Responsibilities of Each Stakeholder

                   Small and Medium Enterprises Trade Promotion Organizations

Sector Associations Trade Associations



Components of the I-way
N/w Access equipment         Local On Ramps           Global inform distribution N/w

Consumer 
/business 
premises 

equipment

Telecom based 
infrastructure 

Cable TV 
based 

infrastructure

Commercial on 
line 

infrastructure

Wireless 
infrastructure

Backbone comm 
and satellite 

networks



• Consumer access equipment – includes hardware and software vendors who 
provide physical devices such as routers and switches, access devices such as 
computers and set top boxes and software platforms such as browsers and os

• Local on ramps- linkages bet business, schools and homes to the comm. This 
component is called as ‘last mile’ in the telecommunications industry.

– It differentiate into four categories
• Telecom based
• Cable TV based 
• Wireless based 
• Computer based on line information that include VAN



• The backbone access providers link users and e-com application providers
• Consumer select a provider they should decide which services they want to 

access in the electronic market 
• Global information distribution networks- represent the infrastructure 

countries and continents.
– i-way exists in fiber optic, coaxial cables, radio waves, satellites and 

copper wires
– Networks as telephone lines, satellite networks and internet 
Linking all the components of the I-way will require large capital 

investments in ‘open’ systems and installing gateways between various 
networks 



Copyright © 2010 Pearson 
Education, Inc.
Copyright © 2007 Pearson Education, Inc.
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E-commerce Infrastructure



The Internet: Technology 
Background

• Internet
– Interconnected network of thousands of networks and millions of 

computers

– Links businesses, educational institutions, government agencies, and 
individuals

• World Wide Web (Web)
– One of the Internet’s most popular services

– Provides access to around billions, possibly trillions, of Web pages
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The Evolution of the Internet
1961—The Present

• Innovation Phase, 1964–1974
– Creation of fundamental building blocks

• Institutionalization Phase, 1975–1994
– Large institutions provide funding and legitimization

• Commercialization Phase,1995–present
– Private corporations take over, expand Internet backbone 

and local service
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The Internet: 
Key Technology Concepts

• Defined by Federal Networking Commission 
as network that:

– Uses IP addressing

– Supports TCP/IP

– Provides services to users, in manner similar to telephone system

• Three important concepts:
1. Packet switching

2. TCP/IP communications protocol

3. Client/server computing
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Packet Switching
• Slices digital messages into packets

• Sends packets along different communication paths 
as they become available

• Reassembles packets once they arrive at destination

• Uses routers 
– Special purpose computers that interconnect the computer networks that 

make up the Internet and route packets
– Routing algorithms ensure packets take the best available path toward their 

destination

• Less expensive, wasteful than circuit-switching
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Packet Switching
Figure 3.3, Page 130
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TCP/IP
• Transmission Control Protocol (TCP): 

– Establishes connections between sending and receiving Web 
computers

– Handles assembly of packets at point of transmission, and 
reassembly at receiving end

• Internet Protocol (IP): 
– Provides the Internet’s addressing scheme

• Four TCP/IP Layers
1. Network Interface Layer
2. Internet Layer
3. Transport Layer
4. Application Layer
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The TCP/IP Architecture and 
Protocol Suite

Figure 3.4, 
Page 132
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Internet (IP) Addresses
• IPv4:

– 32-bit number 

– Expressed as series of four sets of separate numbers 
marked off by periods

• 201.61.186.227

• Class C address: Network identified by first three sets, computer 
identified by last set 

– New version: IPv6 has 128-bit addresses, able to handle up 
to 1 quadrillion addresses (IPv4 can only handle 4 billion)
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Routing Internet Messages: TCP/IP 
and Packet Switching

Figure 3.5, Page 133
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Domain Names, DNS, and URLs
• Domain Name

– IP address expressed in natural language

• Domain Name System (DNS)
– Allows numeric IP addresses to be expressed in natural 

language 

• Uniform Resource Locator (URL)
– Address used by Web browser to identify location of 

content on the Web
– E.g., http://www.azimuth-interactive.com/flash_test
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Client/Server Computing
• Powerful personal computers (clients) 

connected in network with one or more 
servers 

• Servers perform common functions for the 
clients 
– Storing files, software applications, etc.
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Insight on Business

P2P Dukes It Out with Streaming Video
Class Discussion

• How does P2P networking differ from client/server 
networking? 

• Why is P2P networking a potential money-saver for 
corporations and other organizations?

• What are some illegal uses of P2P networking?

• What are some legal uses of P2P networking?

• What other alternatives are there for streaming large video 
files?
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The New Client: The Emerging 
Mobile Platform

• Within a few years, primary Internet access 
will be through:
– Netbooks

• Designed to connect to wireless Internet
• Under 2 lbs, solid state memory, 8” displays
• $200–400

– Smartphones
• Disruptive technology: Processors, operating systems
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Cloud Computing
• Firms and individuals obtain computing power 

and software over Internet
– E.g., Google Apps

• Fastest growing form of computing
• Radically reduces costs of:

– Building and operating Web sites
– Infrastructure, IT support
– Hardware, software
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Other Internet Protocols and Utility 
Programs

• Internet protocols
– HTTP
– E-mail: SMTP, POP3, IMAP
– FTP, Telnet, SSL

• Utility programs
– Ping
– Tracert
– Pathping
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The Internet Today
• Internet growth has boomed without 

disruption because it is based on:
– Client/server computing model
–  Hourglass, layered architecture

• Network Technology Substrate
• Transport Services and Representation Standards
• Middleware Services
• Applications
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The 
Hourglass 
Model of the 
Internet
Figure 3.11, Page 144
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SOURCE: Adapted from Computer 
Science and Telecommunications 
Board (CSTB), 2000.



Internet Network Architecture
• Backbone: 

– High-bandwidth fiber-optic cable networks 
– Private networks owned by a variety of NSPs
– Bandwidth: 155 Mbps–2.5 Gbps
– Built-in redundancy

• IXPs: Hubs where backbones intersect with regional and 
local networks, and backbone owners connect with one 
another

• CANs: LANs operating within a single organization that 
leases Internet access directly from regional or national 
carrier
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Internet Network Architecture
Figure 3.12, Page 145
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Internet Service Providers (ISPs)
• Provide lowest level of service to individuals, 

small businesses, some institutions

• Types of service
– Narrowband (dial-up)

– Broadband
• Digital Subscriber Line (DSL)

• Cable modem

• T1 and T3

• Satellite
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Intranets and Extranets

• Intranet

– TCP/IP network located within a single 
organization for communications and 
processing

• Extranet

– Formed when firms permit outsiders to access 
their internal TCP/IP networks
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Who Governs the Internet?
• Organizations that influence Internet and 

monitor its operations include:
– Internet Architecture Board (IAB)
– Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers 

(ICANN)
– Internet Engineering Steering Group (IESG)
– Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)
– Internet Society (ISOC)
– World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)
– International Telecommunications Union (ITU)
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Insight on Society

Government Regulation and 
Surveillance of the Internet

Class Discussion

• How is it possible for any government to “control” or censor 
the Web?

• Does the Iranian government, or the U.S. government, have 
the right to censor content on the Web?

• How should U.S. companies deal with governments that want 
to censor content?

• What would happen to e-commerce if the existing Web split 
into a different Web for each country? 
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Internet II: The Future 
Infrastructure

• Limitations of current Internet
– Bandwidth limitations

– Quality of service limitations
• Latency
• “Best effort” QOS

– Network architecture limitations

– Language development limitations
• HTML

– Wired Internet limitations
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The Internet2® Project
• Consortium of 200+ universities, government 

agencies, and private businesses collaborating 
to find ways to make the Internet more 
efficient, faster

• Primary goals:
– Create leading edge very-high speed network for national 

research community

– Enable revolutionary Internet applications

– Ensure rapid transfer of new network services and 
applications to broader Internet community   
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The Larger Internet II 
Technology Environment: 

The First Mile and the Last Mile
• GENI Initiative

– Proposed by NSF to develop new core 
functionality for Internet

• Most significant private initiatives
– Fiber optics
– Mobile wireless Internet services
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Fiber Optics and the Bandwidth 
Explosion in the First Mile

• “First mile”: Backbone Internet services that carry 
bulk traffic over long distances

• Older transmission lines being replaced with 
fiber-optic cable 

• Much of fiber-optic cable laid in United States is 
“dark”, but represents a vast digital highway that can 
be utilized in the future
– Photonic technologies expand capacity of existing fiber 

lines
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The Last Mile: Mobile Wireless 
Internet Access

• “Last mile”: From Internet backbone to 
user’s computer, cell phone, PDA, etc. 

• Two different basic types of wireless 
Internet access:

1. Telephone-based (mobile phones, smartphones)

2. Computer network-based
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Telephone-based Wireless 
Internet Access

• Competing 3G standards
– GSM: Used primarily in Europe

– CDMA: Used primarily in the United States

• Evolution:
– 2G cellular networks: relatively slow, circuit-switched

– 2.5G cellular networks: interim networks

– 3G cellular networks: next generation, packet-switched

– 3.5G (3G+)

– 4G (WiMax, LTE)
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Wireless Local Area Networks 
(WLANs)

• Wi-Fi
– High-speed, fixed broadband wireless LAN, different versions for home 

and business market, limited range
• WiMax

– High-speed, medium range broadband wireless metropolitan area 
network

• Bluetooth
– Low-speed, short range connection

• Ultra-Wideband (UWB)
– Low power, short-range high bandwidth network

• Zigbee
– Short-range, low-power wireless network technology for remotely 

controlling digital devices
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Wi-Fi Networks
Figure 3.16, Page 164
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Benefits of Internet II Technologies
• IP multicasting: 

– Enables efficient delivery of data to many locations on a network

• Latency solutions: 
– diffserv (differentiated quality of service)

• Assigns different levels of priority to packets depending on type of data being 
transmitted

• Guaranteed service levels and lower error 
rates 
– Ability to purchase right to move data through network at guaranteed 

speed in return for higher fee

• Declining costs
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Development of the Web
• 1989–1991: Web invented 

– Tim Berners-Lee at CERN
– HTML, HTTP, Web server, Web browser

• 1993: Mosaic Web browser w/GUI
– Andreesen and others at NCSA 
– Runs on Windows, Macintosh, or Unix 

• 1994: Netscape Navigator, first commercial 
Web browser
– Andreessen, Jim Clark

• 1995: Microsoft Internet Explorer
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Hypertext
• Text formatted with embedded links 

– Links connect documents to one another, and to 
other objects such as sound, video, or animation 
files

• Uses Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and 
URLs to locate resources on the Web
– Example URL 

http://megacorp.com/content/features/082602.html
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Markup Languages
• Generalized Markup Language (GML)—1960s
• Standard Generalized Markup Language 

(SGML)—early GML,1986

• Hypertext Markup Language (HTML)
– Fixed set of predefined markup “tags” used to format text
– Controls look and feel of Web pages 

• eXtensible Markup Language (XML)
– New markup language specification developed by W3C
– Designed to describe data and information
– Tags used are defined by user
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Web Servers and Web Clients
• Web server software: 

– Enables a computer to deliver Web pages to clients on networks that 
request this service by sending an HTTP request

– Apache and Microsoft IIS
– Basic capabilities: security services, FTP, search engine, data capture

• Web server 
– Can refer to Web server software or physical server
– Specialized servers: database servers, ad servers, etc.

• Web client: 
– Any computing device attached to the Internet that is capable of 

making HTTP requests and displaying HTML pages



Web Browsers
• Primary purpose to display Web pages

• Internet Explorer (67%) and Firefox (23%) 
dominate the market

• Other browsers include:
– Netscape
– Opera
– Safari (for Apple)
– Google’s Chrome
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The Internet and Web: Features
• Internet and Web features on which the 

foundations of e-commerce are built include:
– E-mail
– Instant messaging
– Search engines
– Intelligent agents (bots)
– Online forums and chat
– Streaming media
– Cookies
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E-mail
• Most used application of the Internet

• Uses series of protocols for transferring  
messages with text and attachments (images, 
sound, video clips, etc.,) from one Internet 
user to another

• Can be an effective marketing tool

• Spam a worsening problem
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Instant Messaging
• Displays words typed on a computer almost 

instantly, and recipients can then respond 
immediately in the same way

• Different proprietary systems offered by AOL, 
MSN, Yahoo, and Google

• Meebo, Digsby: allow users to communicate 
across platforms
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Search Engines
• Identify Web pages that match queries based 

on one or more techniques
– Keyword indexes, page ranking

• Also serve as:
– Shopping tools
– Advertising vehicles (search engine marketing)
– Tool within e-commerce sites

• Outside of e-mail, most commonly used 
Internet activity
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How Google Works
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Figure 3.22, Page 180



Intelligent Agents (Bots)
• Software programs that gather and/or filter 

information on a specific topic and then 
provide a list of results
– Search bot
– Shopping bot
– Web monitoring bot
– News bot
– Chatter bot
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Online Forums and Chat

• Online forum: 
– AKA message board, bulletin board, discussion group, 

board, or forum 
– Web application that enables Internet users to 

communicate with each other, although not in real 
time

– Members visit online forum to check for new posts

• Online chat:
– Similar to IM, but for multiple users
– Typically, users log into chat room
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Streaming Media
• Enables music, video, and other large files to 

be sent to users in chunks so that when 
received and played, file comes through 
uninterrupted

• Allows users to begin playing media files 
before file is fully downloaded
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Cookies
• Small text files deposited by  Web site on 

user’s computer to store information about 
user, accessed when user next visits Web site

• Can help personalize Web site experience
• Can pose privacy threat
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Web 2.0 Features and Services

• Blogs

– Personal Web page that typically contains a 
series of chronological entries by its author, 
and links to related Web pages

• Really Simple Syndication (RSS) 

– Program that allows users to have digital 
content automatically sent to their computers 
over the Internet
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Web 2.0 Features and Services
• Podcasting

– Audio presentation stored as an audio file and available for 
download from Web

• Wikis

– Allows user to easily add and edit content on Web page

• New music and video services

– Videocasts

– Digital video on demand 



Web 2.0 Features and Services

• Internet telephony (VOIP)

– Uses Voice Over Internet Protocol (VOIP) and 
Internet’s packet-switched network to transmit 
voice and other forms of audio communication 
over the Internet

• Internet television (IPTV) 

• Telepresence and video conferencing



Web 2.0 Features and Services
• Online software and Web services

– Web apps, widgets, and gadgets

– Digital software libraries, distributed storage 

• M-commerce applications

– Beginning to take off
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Types of Electronic Payment Systems

• Electronic payment systems are proliferating in banking, 
retail, health care, on-line markets, and even 
government—in fact, any where money needs to change 
hands.

• Organizations are motivated by the need to deliver 
products and services more cost effectively and to 
provide a higher quality of service to customers.

• The emerging electronic payment technology labeled 
electronic funds transfer (EFT).

• EFT is defined as “any transfer of funds initiated through 
an electronic terminal, telephonic instrument, or 
computer or magnetic tape so as to order, instruct, or 
authorize a financial institution 



Types of Electronic Payment Systems

EFT can be segmented into three broad categories:

• Banking and financial payments

– Large-scale or wholesale payments (e.g., 
bank-to-bank transfer)

– Small-scale or retail payments (e.g., automated teller 
machines)

– Home banking (e.g., bill payment)

• Retailing payments

– Credit Cards (e.g., VISA or MasterCard)
– Private label credit/debit cards (e.g., J.C. Penney 

Card) 
– Charge Cards (e.g., American Express



Types of Electronic Payment Systems

• On-line electronic commerce payments

– Token-based payment systems

• Electronic cash (e.g., DigiCash)
• Electronic checks (e.g., NetCheque)
• Smart cards or debit cards (e.g., Mondex 

Electronic Currency Card))

– 2. Credit card-based payments systems

• Encrypted Credit Cards (e.g., World Wide Web 
form-based encryption)

• Third-party authorization numbers (e.g., First 
Virtual)



Digital Token-Based Electronic 
Payment Systems

Electronic tokens are three types:
1.Cash or Real-time
• Transactions are settled with exchange of electronic 

currency.
• Ex: on-line currency exchange is electronic cash 

(e-cash).

2.Debit or Prepaid
• Users pay in advance for the privilege of getting 

information.
• Ex: prepaid payment mechanisms are stored in smart 

cards and electronic purses that store electronic money.

3.Credit or Postpaid
• The server authenticates the customers and verifies with 

the bank that funds are adequate before purchase.
• Ex: postpaid mechanisms are credit/debit cards and 

electronic checks.



Digital Token-Based Electronic 
Payment Systems

Properties of Electronic Cash:

• There are many ways that exist for implementing an 
e-cash system, all must incorporate a few common 
features.

• Specifically, e-cash must have the following four 
properties:

1.Monetary value

2.Interoperability

3.Retrievability

4.Security



Digital Token-Based Electronic 
Payment Systems

Electronic Cash in Action:
• Electronic Cash is based on cryptographic systems 

called “digital signatures”. 
• This method involves a pair of numeric keys: one for 

locking (encoding) and the other for unlocking 
(decoding). (Through public key and private key).

Purchasing E-cash from Currency Servers:
The purchase of e-cash from an on-line currency server (or 

bank) involves two steps:
• Establishment of an account and
• Maintaining enough money in the account to bank the 

purchase.
Some customers might prefer to purchase e-cash with paper 

currency, either to maintain anonymity or because 
they don’t have a bank account.



Digital Token-Based Electronic 
Payment Systems

Using the Digital Currency: 
• Once the tokens are purchased, the e-cash software on 

the customer’s PC stores digital money undersigned by a 
bank.

• The users can spend the digital money at any shop 
accepting e-cash, without having to open an account 
there or having to transmit credit card numbers.  

• As soon as the customer wants to make a payment, the 
software collects the necessary amount from the stored 
tokens.





Digital Token-Based Electronic 
Payment Systems

Electronic Checks
• It is another form of electronic tokens.
• In the given model shown in fig, buyers must register 

with third-party account server before they are able to 
write electronic checks.

• The account server acts as a billing service.
• The advantages are:

1. They work in the same way as traditional checks.
2. These are suited for clearing micropayments
3. They create float & availability of float is an 

important for commerce
4. Financial risk is assumed by the accounting server & 

may result in easier acceptance





Smart Cards & Electronic Payment 
Systems

• Smart cards have been in existence since the early 1980s 
and hold promise for secure transactions using existing 
infrastructure.

• Smart cards are credit and debit cards and other card 
products enhanced with microprocessors capable of 
holding more information than the traditional magnetic 
stripe. 

• The smart card technology is widely used in countries 
such as France, Germany, Japan, and Singapore to pay 
for public phone calls, transportation, and shopper 
loyalty programs.



Smart Cards & Electronic Payment 
Systems

Smart cards are basically two types:

– Relationship-Based Smart Credit Cards

– Electronic Purses, which replace money, are also 
known as debit cards and electronic money.



Smart Cards & Electronic Payment 
Systems

Relationship-Based Smart Credit Cards
– It is an enhancement of existing cards services &/ or 

the addition of new services that a financial 
institution delivers to its customers via a chip-based 
card or other device

– These services include access to multiple financial 
accounts, value-added marketing programs, or other 
information card holders may want to store on their 
card

– It includes access to multiple accounts, such as debit, 
credit, cash access, bill payment & multiple access 
options at multiple locations



Smart Cards & Electronic Payment 
Systems

Electronic Purses
• To replace cash and place a financial instrument are 

racing to introduce “electronic purses”, wallet-sized 
smart cards embedded with programmable microchips 
that store sums of money for people to use instead of 
cash for everything

• The electronic purse works in the following manner:
1. After purse is loaded with money at an ATM, it can be 

used to pay for candy in a vending machine with a 
card reader.

2. It verifies card is authentic & it has enough money, 
the value is deducted from balance on the card  & 
added to an e-cash & remaining balance is displayed 
by the vending machine.



Credit Card-Based Electronic Payment 
Systems

Payment cards are all types of plastic cards that consumers 
use to make purchases:
– Credit cards

• such as a Visa or a MasterCard, has a preset 
spending limit based on the user’s credit limit.

– Debit cards
• removes the amount of the charge from the 

cardholder’s account and transfers it to the 
seller’s bank.

– Charge cards 
• such as one from American Express, carries no 

preset spending limit.



Credit Card-Based Electronic Payment 
Systems

Advantages:

– Payment cards provide fraud protection.
– They have worldwide acceptance (nearly!).
– They are good for online transactions.

Disadvantages:

– Payment card service companies charge merchants 
per-transaction fees and monthly processing fees.



Credit Card-Based Electronic Payment 
Systems

Payment Acceptance and Processing

• Open loop (such as VISA) and closed loop (such as 
American Express) systems will accept and process 
payment cards.

• A merchant bank or acquiring bank is a bank that does 
business with merchants who want to accept payment 
cards.

• Software packaged with your electronic commerce 
software can handle payment card processing 
automatically.





Credit Card-Based Electronic Payment 
Systems

• Electronic cash is a general term that describes the 
attempts of several companies to create a value storage 
and exchange system that operates online in much the 
same way that government-issued currency operates in 
the physical world.

• Concerns about electronic payment methods include:
– Privacy
– Security
– Independence
– Portability
– Convenience



Credit Card-Based Electronic Payment 
Systems

Electronic Cash Issues

• Primary advantage is with purchase of items less than £5
• Credit card transaction fees make small 

purchases unprofitable
• Facilitates Micropayments – eg for items costing 

less than £1

• Must be anonymous, just like regular currency

• Safeguards must be in place to prevent counterfeiting 

• Must be independent and freely transferable regardless 
of nationality or storage mechanism



Credit Card-Based Electronic Payment 
Systems

Electronic Cash Storage
• Two methods

– On-line
• Individual does not have possession personally 

of electronic cash
• Trusted third party, e.g. e-banking, bank holds 

customers’ cash accounts

– Off-line
• Customer holds cash on smart card or electronic 

wallet
• Fraud and double spending require tamper-proof 

encryption 



ELECTRONIC PAYMENT 
SYSTEM

1.SMART CARD

2.CREDIT CARD

3. RISKS



TRADITIONAL ELECTRONIC 
PAYMENT SYSTEM

❑A conventional process of payment and settlement 
involves a buyer-to-seller transfer of cash or payment 
information (i.e., cheque and credit cards). 

❑The actual settlement of payment takes place in the 
financial processing network. 

❑A cash payment requires a buyers withdrawals form 
his/her bank account, a transfer of cash to the seller, 
and the sellers deposit of payment to his/her account. 



ELECTRONIC PAYMENT SYSTEM

❑ Electronic payment system is an integral part of e-commerce.

❑Electronic payment system include payment to business, bank 
or
Public services from citizens or business through 
telecommunication or electronic networks using modern 
technology



SMART CARDS

❑Smart cards are receiving renewed attention as a mode of online 
payment.

❑ They are essentially credit card sized plastic cards with the memory 
chips and in some cases, with microprocessors embedded in them so 
as to serve as storage devices for much greater information than 
credit cards with inbuilt transaction processing capability 

❑ Need not maintain large time real database



What is SMART about the
Smart Card ??

❑ Smart Cards are capable of not just storing data 
but also have processing power.
❑ They have larger storage capacity when compared 
to magnetic swipe cards.
❑ The data stored can be protected against 
unauthorized access and tampering.
❑They are appropriate for secure and convenient 
data storage.
❑ Smart cards have the property of 
multifunctionality.



Based on the way the smart card
interacts with the Reader, smart cards
are of two types:

❑Contact Smart Cards: These require insertion 
into the
Card reader.

❑Contact less Smart Cards: These require close 
proximity of the
Reader.

TYPES OF SMART CARDS





❑The contact smart card consists of small
contact plate on the face, which is ½’’ in
Diameter.

❑The transmission of data takes place when
this contact plate comes in contact with the connector of the 
reader.

CONTACTLESS:

❑This card consists of an IC Chip and
an antenna coil embedded into it.

❑These cards are mainly used when
transactions must be processed quickly.



❑Large storage capacity

❑more security features

❑multiple functions

❑flexibility in use - intelligent, lower power consumption, effective 
packaging

❑ access card, electronic purse, debit/credit cards, ID card etc. - 
particular off-line applications

ADVANTAGES OF SMART CARD



❑new memory technologies - EEPROM and 
flash-EPROM

❑new silicon technologies - 1.3 m to 0.65 or even 
0.18m for more storage and security, lower 
power consumption

❑new packaging technologies - against breakage, 
rubbing and bending  

HARDWARE TECHNOLOGIES



SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGIES

❑Intelligent Chip Operating System –COS

❑Encryption techniques - RSA & DES

❑Multiple Application OS (MAOS)
❑Mondex, EMV, GSM, Loyalty

❑New requirements
hot list, trust key management 



Advantages:
1.Atomic, debt-free transactions
2.Feasible for very small transactions (information commerce)
3.(Potentially) anonymous
4.Security of physical storage
5.(Potentially) currency-neutral

Disadvantages:
6.Low maximum transaction limit (not suitable for B2B or most 

B2C)
7.High Infrastructure costs (not suitable for C2C)
8.Single physical point of failure (the card)
9.Not (yet) widely used



CREDIT CARDS

❑Over the years, credit cards have become one of the most common 
forms of payment for e-commerce transactions.

❑ In North America almost 90% of online B2C transactions were made 
with this payment type 



❑Increased security measures such as the use of the card 
verification number (CVN) which detects fraud by comparing 
the verification number on the printed on the signature strip on 
the back of the card with the information on file with the 
cardholder's issuing bank.

❑Also online merchants have to comply with stringent rules 
stipulated by the credit and debit card issuers (Visa and 
MasterCard)[4] this means that merchants must have security 
protocol and procedures in place to ensure transactions are 
more secure.



Credit card
❑Used for the majority of Internet purchases
❑Has a preset spending limit
❑Currently most convenient method 
❑Most expensive e-payment mechanism

MasterCard: $0.29 + 2% of transaction value

❑Disadvantages
Does not work for small amount (too expensive)
Does not work for large amount (too expensive)

❑Charge card
No spending limit
Entire amount charged due at end of billing period



requirements:
❑security: payment systems are very likely to become a target 
for criminal attacks.

❑flexibility: different models for different situations 
(anonymity, accountability, risk).

❑computational efficiency: support for micropayment; 
per-transaction cost must be small enough so that they are 
insignificant.

ELECTRONIC PAYMENT SYSTEMS



Risks and Security
❑from the customer's perspective:
stolen payment credentials and passwords
dishonest merchants or financial service providers
disputes over quality of services or goods

❑from merchant's perspective:
forged or copied payment instruments
insufficient funds in customers account, especially with off-line 
payment systems
dishonest or slow financial service providers

❑from the financial service provider's perspective:
stolen customer or service credentials
forged or copied payment instruments
customers not paying (applies only to credit models)
the risk may be shifted in one direction or the other by using a 
credit or debit model and by special agreements. 



❑technical solutions to improve security:
protect payment credentials with token or smart cards
use on-line authorization to detect double spending, check for 
sufficient funds and anomal spending patterns

❑roles of and rewards for the financial service providers (FSPs):
they are trusted to hold our money
they facilitate clearing of the payments
they insure against fraudulent transactions (risk management)
they can charge account and transaction fees
they may benefit from currency exchange
multiple FSPs should not compete on the basis of incompatible 
payment systems. to keep payment services simple, it shall be 
possible to clear payments between different systems. 



DISADVANTAGES OF ELECTRONIC PAYMENT 
SYSTEM

❑ Password protection

❑Identity threat and secure server.

❑Electronic crash



Risks in Electronic Payment systems

• Customer's risks
– Stolen credentials or password
– Dishonest merchant
– Disputes over transaction
– Inappropriate use of transaction details

• Merchant’s risk
– Forged or copied instruments
– Disputed charges
– Insufficient funds in customer’s account
– Unauthorized redistribution of purchased items

• Main issue: Secure payment scheme



Risks in Electronic Payment systems

Electronic payments: Issues

• Secure transfer across internet
• High reliability: no single failure point
• Atomic transactions
• Anonymity of buyer
• Economic and computational efficiency: allow 

micropayments
• Flexibility: across different methods
• Scalability in number of servers and users



Designing Electronic Payment systems

It includes several factors 
• Privacy. A user expects to trust in a secure system; just 

as a telephone is a safe

• Security. A secure system verifies the identity of 
two-party transactions through “user authentication” & 
reserves flexibility to restrict information/services 
through access control

• Intuitive interfaces. The payment interface must be as 
easy to use as a telephone.

• Database integration. With home banking, for ex, a 
customer wants to play with all his accounts.



Designing Electronic Payment systems

• Brokers. A “network banker”-someone to broker goods 
& services, settle conflicts, & facilitate financial 
transactions electronically-must be in place

• Pricing. One fundamental issue is how to price payment 
system services. For e.g., from cash to bank payments, 
from paper-based to e-cash. The problem is potential 
waste of resources.

• Standards. Without standards, the welding of different 
payment users into different networks & different 
systems is impossible.



Electronic Data Interchange

• Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) - interposes 
communication of business information in standardized 
electronic form

• Prior to EDI, business depended on postal and phone 
systems that restricted communication to those few hours 
of the  workday that overlap between time zones

Why EDI
• Reduction in transaction costs
• Foster closer relationships between trading partners
EDI & Electronic Commerce
• Electronic commerce includes EDI & much more
• EDI forges boundaryless relationships by improving 

interchange of information between trading partners, 
suppliers, & customers



Electronic Data Interchange

Benefits of EDI
• Cost & time savings, Speed, Accuracy, Security, System 

Integration, Just-In-Time Support.
• Reduced paper-based systems, i.e. record maintenance, 

space, paper, postage costs
• Improved problem resolution & customer service
• Expanded customer/supplier base or suppliers with no 

EDI program lose business



Electronic Data Interchange

EDI layered architecture
• Semantic (or application) layer
• Standards translation layer
• Packing (or transport) layer
• Physical network infrastructure layer





Electronic Data Interchange

EDI semantic layer:
• Describes the business application
• Procurement example

– Requests for quotes
– Price quotes
– Purchase orders
– Acknowledgments
– Invoices

• Specific to company & software used



Electronic Data Interchange

Standards translation:
• Specifies business form structure so that information can 

be exchanged
• Two competing standards

– American National Standards Institute(ANSI)X12
– EDIFACT developed by UN/ECE, Working Party 

for the Facilitation of International Trade Procedures
EDI transport layer
• How the business form is sent, e.g. post, UPS, fax
• Increasingly, e-mail is the carrier
• Differentiating EDI from e-mail

– Emphasis on automation
– EDI has certain legal status



Electronic Data Interchange

Physical network infrastructure layer
• Dial-up lines, Internet, value-added network, etc.

EDI in Action 
• The fig shows the information flow when paper 

documents are shuffled between organizations via the 
mailroom

• When the buyer sends a purchase order, then relevant 
data extracted & recorded on a hard copy.

• This hard copy is forwarded to several steps, at last 
manually entered into system by the data entry operators

• This process is somewhat overhead in labor costs & time 
delays.





Electronic Data Interchange

EDI in Action 
• Information flow with EDI are as follows:

1. Buyer sends purchase order to seller computer
2. Seller sends purchase order confirmation to buyer
3. Seller sends booking request to transport company
4. Transport company sends booking confirmation to 

seller
5. Seller sends advance ship notice to buyer
6. Transport company sends status to seller
7. Buyer sends Receipt advice to seller
8. Seller sends invoice to buyer
9. Buyer sends payment to seller
EDI as a fast, inexpensive & safe method





Electronic Data Interchange

Benefits of EDI
• Cost & time savings, Speed, Accuracy, Security, System 

Integration, Just-In-Time Support.
• Reduced paper-based systems, i.e. record maintenance, 

space, paper, postage costs
• Improved problem resolution & customer service
• Expanded customer/supplier base or suppliers with no 

EDI program lose business



EDI Applications in Business

Four different scenarios in industries that use EDI 
extensively:

1. International or cross-border trade
2. Electronic funds transfer
3. Health care EDI for insurance claims processing
4. Manufacturing & retail procurement

5. International or cross-border trade
• EDI has always been very closely linked with 

international trade.
• Trade efficiency, which allows faster, simpler, broader 

& less costly transactions



EDI Applications in Business

Role of EDI in international trade
• EDI facilitates the smooth flow of information
• It reduces paper work
• EDI benefits for international trade are

1. Reduced transaction expenditures
2. Quicker movement of imported & exported goods
3. Improved customer service through “track & trace” 

programs
4. Faster customs clearance & reduced opportunities for 

corruption, a huge problem in trade



EDI Applications in Business

2. Interbank Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT)
• EFT are credit transfers between banks where funds flow 

directly from the payer’s bank to the payee’s bank.
• The two biggest funds transfer services in the United 

States are the Federal Reserve’s system, Fedwire, & the 
Clearing House Interbank Payments System (CHIPS) of 
the New York clearing house

Automated Clearinghouse (ACH) Transfers
• ACH transfers are used to process high volumes of 

relatively small-dollar payments for settlement in one or 
two business days

• It provides services: preauthorized debits, such as 
repetitive bill payments; & consumer-initiated payments.



EDI Applications in Business

3. Health care EDI for insurance EDI
• Providing good & affordable health care is a universal 

problem
• EDI is becoming a permanent fixture in both insurance 

& health care industries as medical provider, patients, & 
payers

• Electronic claim processing is quick & reduces the 
administrative costs of health care.

• Using EDI software, service providers prepare the forms 
& submit claims via communication lines to the 
value-added network service provider

• The company then edits, sorts & distributes forms to the 
payer. If necessary, the insurance company can 
electronically route transactions to a third-party for price 
evaluation

• Claims submission also receives reports regarding claim 
status & request for additional information



EDI Applications in Business

4. Manufacturing & retail procurement using EDI
• These are heavy users of EDI
• In manufacturing, EDI is used to support just-in-time.
• In retailing, EDI is used to support quick response
Just-In-Time & EDI
• Companies using JIT & EDI calculates how many 

parts are needed each
         day based on the production schedule & electronically 

transmit orders.
• Delivery has to be responsive, or it will cost too much 

in money & time.
• Getting data to suppliers quickly
• A major benefit of JIT & EDI is a streamlined cash 

flow.



EDI Applications in Business

Quick Response & EDI
• For the customer, QR means better service & availability 

of a wider range of products

• For the retailer & supplier, QR may mean survival in a 
competitive marketplace

• Much focus of QR is in reduction of lead times using 
event-driven EDI.

• In QR, EDI documents include purchase orders, shipping 
notices, invoices, inventory position, catalogs, & order 
status



EDI: Legal, Security, & Privacy Issues

Legal Status of EDI Messages
• To understand the legal framework, let’s take a look 

on three modes of communication types: 
Instantaneous communication, delayed 
communication via the U.S. Postal Service (USPS), & 
delayed communication via non-USPS couriers;

1. Instantaneous. If the parties are face to face or use an 
instantaneous communication medium such as the 
telephone

2. Delayed (USPS). The “mailbox rule” provides that an 
acceptance communicated via USPS mail is 
effectively when dispatched

3. Delayed (non-USPS). Acceptances transmitted via 
telegram, mailgram, & electronic messages, are 
communicated & operable upon receipt.



EDI: Legal, Security, & Privacy Issues

Digital Signatures & EDI
• Digital signatures might be time-stamped or digitally 

notarized to establish dates & times 
• If digital signatures are to replace handwritten 

signatures, they must have the same legal statues as 
handwritten signatures.

• It provides a means for a third party to verify that 
notarized object is authentic.



EDI & Electronic Commerce

• New types of EDI are traditional EDI & open EDI
Traditional EDI
• It replaces the paper forms with almost strict 

one-to-one mappings between parts of a paper form to 
fields of electronic forms called transaction sets.

• It covers two basic business areas:
1. Trade data Interchange (TDI) encompasses 

transactions such as purchase orders, invoice & 
acknowledgements.

2. Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) is the automatic 
transfer of funds among banks & other organizations 

• It is divided into 2 camps: old EDI & new EDI.



EDI & Electronic Commerce

• Old EDI is a term created by those working on the next 
generation of EDI standards in order to differentiate 
between the present & the future.

Old EDI
• Automating the exchange of information pertinent to 

business activity
• It is referred as the current EDI-standardization process 

where it allows every company to choose it’s own, 
unique, proprietary version 

New EDI
• It is refocus of the standardization process.
• In this, the structure of the interchanges is determined by 

the programmer who writes a program.
• It removes long standardization process.



EDI & Electronic Commerce

Open EDI
• It is a business procedure that enables e-commerce to 

occur between organizations where the interaction is of 
short duration.

• It is process of doing EDI without the upfront trading 
partner agreement that is currently signed by the trading 
partners

• The goal is to sustain ad hoc business or short-term 
trading relationships using simpler legal codes.

• It is a law of contract within the context of e-commerce 
where transactions are not repeated over long period of 
time.  



Standardization & EDI

Standards translation
• Specifies business form structure so that information can 

be exchanged
• Two competing standards

– American National Standards Institute (ANSI) X12
– EDIFACT developed by UN/ECE, Working Party 

for the Facilitation of International Trade Procedures
Structure of EDI transactions
– Transaction set is equivalent to a business document, 

such as a purchase order
– Data Segments are logical groups of data elements 

that together convey information 
– Data element are individual fields, such as purchase 

order no.  



Standardization & EDI

Comparison of EDIFACT & X.12 Standards
• These are comprised of strings of data elements called 

segments.
• A transaction set is a set of segments ordered as 

specified by the standard.
• ANSI standards require each element to have a very 

specific name, such as order date or invoice date.
• EDIFACT segments, allow for multiuse elements, such 

as date.
• EDIFACT has fewer data elements & segments & only 

one beginning segment (header), but it has more 
composites.

• It is an ever-evolving platform



EDI Software Implementation

• EDI software has 4 layers:
1. Business application
2. Internal format conversion
3. EDI Translator
4. EDI envelope for document messaging
• These 4 layers package the information & send it over 

the value-added network to the target business, which 
then reverses the process to obtain the original 
information

EDI Business Application Layer
1. It creates a document, an invoice.
2. Sends to EDI translator, reformats the invoice into an 

EDI standard.
3. If there are on the same type of computer, the data 

move faster







EDI Envelope For Message Transport

The X.400 & X.435 Envelopes
• The X.400 standard was meant to the universal answer to 

e-mail interconnectivity

• It promises much & to date, delivers little.

• The work on X..400 began in1980 

• It is the open standard for mail interchange

• The standard exists in 3 versions: 1984, 1988, & 1992.



EDI Software Implementation

• The X.435 inserts a special field in an X.400 envelope to 
identify an EDI message

• It includes data encryption; integrity; notification of 
message delivery & nondelivery; & nonrepudiation of 
delivery

• It is secure, reliable way to send EDI & accompanying 
files within the same message.

• Purchase orders, invoices, drawings, e-mail- all could be 
sent with end-to-end acknowledgment of message 
receipt.



Value-Added Networks (VANs)

• A VAN is a communication network that typically 
exchanges EDI messages among trading partners.

• It provides services, including holding messages in 
“electronic mailboxes”, interfacing with other VANs

• Disadvantage is EDI-enabling VANs is that they are 
slow & high-priced, charging by the no. of characters 
transmitted





Internet-Based EDI

Several factors make internet useful for EDI:
• Flat-pricing that is not dependent on the amount of 

information transferred
• Cheap access with low cost of connection- often a flat 

monthly fee for leased line 0r dial-up access
• Common mail standards & proven networking & 

interoperable systems
• Security--public-key encryption techniques are being 

incorporated in various electronic mail systems



MIME



What is MIME?

⚫MIME is an acronym for 
Multipurpose Internet Mail 
Extension

⚫ It is used to describe message 
content types

⚫MIME messages can contain 
⚫ text, 
⚫ images, 
⚫ audio, 
⚫ video, and 
⚫ other application-specific data (e.g. 

PDF Files, Microsoft Word 
Documents, and so on)



What is it used for?

• It is used to make internet messages richer
• It allows applications (and users) to exchange rich 

content other than text
• It is an extension to the original email specification 

(RFC-822)
– It is defined in RFCs RFC-2045 through 

RFC-2049
• A Request for Comments (RFC) is a document 

published by the Internet Engineering Task Force 
(IETF) describing an internet standard



MIME Format• MIME types are defined using a <type>/<subtype> 
[optional parameters] format

• Some typical examples are

MIME Type Extension(s)

text/plain txt

application/vnd.ms-excel xls

application/pdf pdf

text/html htm;html

text/css css



How is it used?
• MIME is passed as part of 

the content type of the 
message header
– Content-type: 

text/plain; 
charset=“us-ascii”

– The following example 
is a typical HTTP 
Response header 
(MIME is highlighted)

HTTP/1.x 200 OK
Transfer-Encoding: chunked
Date: Sat, 28 Nov 2009 04:36:25 GMT
Server: LiteSpeed
Connection: close
X-Powered-By: W3 Total Cache/0.8
Pragma: public
Expires: Sat, 28 Nov 2009 05:36:25 GMT
Cache-Control: max-age=3600, public
Content-Type: text/html; charset=UTF-8
Last-Modified: Sat, 28 Nov 2009 03:50:37 GMT
Vary: Accept-Encoding, Cookie, User-Agent



Support for different 
languages

⚫ Message header
⚫ content-type field
⚫ put in the header by the client 

program creating the e-mail for 
use by the client program used 
to display the received message

⚫ charset= optional parameter
⚫ if absent ASCII is assumed

⚫ Content-Type: text/plain; 
charset="ISO-8859-1" 
⚫ ISO-8859-1 character standard extends 

the basic character set of ASCII to 
include many of the accented characters 
used in languages such as German



Encoding
• Binary files need to be “packaged” as text in 

order to be sent over the internet
• MIME uses a BASE-64 binary encoding scheme 

to package the data for transfer
• As a result of this encoding, standard SMTP 

(Simple Mail Transfer Protocol) servers did not 
require any changes

• Encoding transforms binary data into a string
• Decoding changes the data back into its original 

form



Base 64 encoding 
Example

⚫ Normal Text: Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetur adipiscing elit. Nulla mattis 
pulvinar ligula. Ut quis neque ut lorem 
mollis hendrerit. Curabitur rhoncus, neque 
vitae sodales condimentum.

⚫ Encoded Text: 
TG9yZW0gaXBzdW0gZG9sb3Igc2l0IGFtZ
XQsIGNvbnNlY3RldHVyIGFkaXBpc2Npbm
cgZWxpdC4gTnVsbGEgbWF0dGlzIHB1bH
ZpbmFyIGxpZ3VsYS4gVXQgcXVpcyBuZX
F1ZSB1dCBsb3JlbSBtb2xsaXMgaGVuZHJ
lcml0LiBDdXJhYml0dXIgcmhvbmN1cywgb
mVxdWUgdml0YWUgc29kYWxlcyBjb25ka
W1lbnR1bS4=



Sending large messages

• When sending large messages, 
the message client splits them 
into smaller parts

• This type of message is called a 
multi-part message

• Multi-part messages have one 
the following MIME content 
types:
– content-type = multipart/related
– content-type = multipart/mixed
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Marketing Communications

■ Online marketing communications: Methods 
used by online firms to communicate with 
consumer and create strong brand 
expectations

■ Promotional sales communications: Suggest 
consumer “buy now” and make offers to 
encourage immediate purchase

■ Branding communications: Focus on extolling 
differentiable benefits of consuming product 
or service



Online Advertising
■ Paid message on a Web site, online service or other 

interactive medium, such as interactive messaging
■ 2005: $12.9 billion spent, expected to grow to $24.7 

billion by 2010
■ Advantages:

▪ Ability to target ads to narrow segments and track 
performance in almost real time

▪ Provide greater opportunity for interactivity
■ Disadvantages:

▪ Concerns about cost versus benefit
▪ Concerns about how to adequately measure 

results



Online Advertising from 2000-2010



Online 
Advertising 
by Industry



Forms of Online Advertisements

■ Display and rich media ads
■ Search engine advertising: Paid search engine 

inclusion and placement
■ Sponsorships
■ Referrals (affiliate relationship marketing)
■ E-mail marketing
■ Online catalogs
■ Online chat
■ Blog advertising



Display and Rich Media Ads

■ Display ads
■ Banners
■ Pop-ups and pop-unders

■ Rich media ads: Employ Flash, DHTML, Java, 
streaming audio and/or video
■ Interstitials
■ Superstitials



Types of 
Display Ads



Online Advertising Placement Methods

■ Banner swapping: Arrangements among firms 
allow each firm to have its banners displayed 
on other affiliate sites for no cost

■ Banner exchanges: Arrange for banner 
swapping among firms

■ Advertising networks: Act as brokers between 
advertisers and publishers, placing ads and 
tracking all activity related to the ad



Search Engine Advertising: Paid Search 
Engine Inclusion and Placement

■ One of fastest growing and most effective forms 
of online marketing communications

■ Types:
■ Paid inclusion
■ Paid placement
■ Keyword advertising
■ Network keyword advertising



Sponsorships and Affiliate Marketing
■ Sponsorship: Paid effort to tie an advertiser’s name to 

particular information, event, venue in way that 
reinforces brand in a positive, yet not overtly 
commercial manner
▪ Advertorial a common form

■ Affiliate relationship: Permits a firm to put its logo or 
banner ad on another firm’s Web site from which 
users of that site can click through to the affiliate’s 
site
▪ Sometimes called tenancy deals
▪ Amazon/Toys “R” Us an example
▪ Customer hijacking an issue



E-mail Marketing and the Spam Explosion
■ Direct e-mail marketing: E-mail marketing messages 

sent directly to interested consumers who “opt-in” or 
have not “opted-out”

■ Spam: Unsolicited commercial e-mail
▪ Spam is exploding out of control—Estimated 

60%–70% of all Internet e-mail purportedly was 
spam

▪ Efforts to control spam:
• Technology (Filtering software) (only partly 

effective)
• Government regulation (CAN-SPAM and state 

laws) (largely unsuccessful)
• Self-regulation by industry (ineffective)
• Volunteer efforts (not enough)



Percentage of E-mail That Is Spam



Spam Categories



Other Forms of Online Marketing 
Communications

■ Online catalog: Provide equivalent of 
paper-based catalog

■ Online chat: Provides equivalent of help from 
sales representative

■ Blog advertising: Online ads related to 
content of blogs 



Mixing Offline and Online Marketing 
Communications

■ Traditional offline consumer-oriented 
industries have learned to use Web to extend 
brand images and sales campaigns

■ Online companies have learned how to use 
traditional marketing communications to drive 
sales to Web site

■ Most successful marketing campaigns 
incorporate both online and offline tactics



The Mix of Online and Offline Marketing 
Communications

Figure 8.10, Page 467



Online Marketing Metrics: Lexicon
■ Metrics that focus on success of Web site in achieving 

audience or market share
■ Impressions
■ Click-through rate (CTR)
■ View-through rate (VTR)
■ Hits
■ Page views
■ Stickiness (duration)
■ Unique visitors
■ Loyalty
■ Reach
■ Recency



Online Marketing Metrics: Lexicon (cont’d) 
■ Metrics that focus on conversion of visitor to 

customer
■ Acquisition rate
■ Conversion rate
■ Browse-to-buy-ratio
■ View-to-cart ratio
■ Cart conversion rate
■ Checkout conversion rate 
■ Abandonment rate
■ Retention rate
■ Attrition rate



Online Marketing Metrics: Lexicon (cont’d)

■ E-mail metrics
■ Open rate
■ Delivery rate
■ Click-through rate (e-mail)
■ Bounce-back rate
■ Unsubscribe rate
■ Conversion rate (e-mail)



How Well Does Online Advertising Work?

■ Click-through rates may be low, but these are 
just one measure of effectiveness

■ Research indicates that most powerful 
marketing campaigns include both online and 
offline advertising



Click-through Rates by Format 2000–2005



The Costs of Online Advertising

■ Cost per thousand (CPM): Advertiser pays for 
impressions in 1,000 unit lots

■ Cost per click (CPC): Advertiser pays 
pre-negotiated fee for each click ad receives

■ Cost per action (CPA): Advertiser pays 
pre-negotiated amount only when user 
performs a specific action

■ Hybrid: Two or more of the above models 
used together



Software for Measuring Online 
Marketing Results

■ WebTrends: Software program that 
automatically calculates activities at site, such 
as abandonment rate, conversion rate, etc.

■ WebSideStory: Web service that assists 
marketing managers



Web Site Activity Analysis
Figure 8.14, Page 480



The Web Site as a Marketing 
Communications Tool

■ Web site can be viewed as an extended online 
advertisement

■ Domain name: First communication an e-commerce 
site has with a prospective customer

■ Search engine optimization: 
▪ Register with as many search engines as possible
▪ Ensure that keywords used in Web site description 

match keywords likely to be used as search terms 
by user

▪ Link site to as many other sites as possible
▪ Get professional help



Web Site Functionality
■ Factors affecting effectiveness of a software 

interface:
▪ Utility
▪ Ease of use

■ Factors in credibility of Web sites:
▪ Design look
▪ Information design/structure
▪ Information focus
▪ Responsiveness



Factors in the 
Credibility of 
Web Sites



Digital Copyrights in E - 
Commerce



 E - Commerce
▪ Electronic commerce (also referred to as EC, e-commerce or 

ecommerce) consists primarily of the distributing, buying, selling, 
marketing and services over electronic systems such as the 
Internet and other computer networks.

▪ The information technology industry sees it as an electronic 
business application aimed at commercial transactions. 

▪ It can involve electronic funds transfer, supply chain 
management,  online marketing, online transaction processing, 
electronic data interchange (EDI), automated inventory 
management systems, and automated data collection systems.       

▪ It typically uses electronic communications technology such as 
the Internet, extranets, e-mail, e-books and mobile phones.



Legal aspects of E-Commerce
■ Digital Signatures
■ Digital Documents 
■ Digital Copyrights



Types of digital documents
■ Imaging (TIFF)
■ Structured documents (SGML)
■ Distributed hypertext (HTML)
■ Active or Compound (OLE)



Digital copyrights

Copyright:-The legal right granted to an author, composer, 
publisher, or distributor to exclusive publication, production, 
sale, or distribution of a literary, musical, dramatic, or artistic 
work. Abbreviated as (c) or ©. 



Digital copyright wording in on-line database
Categories of permissions/conditions/terms
■ No downloading at all
■ No electronic storage
■ No copies or distribution, even internally
■ No copies or distribution to third parties
■ Specific limitations on various types of use (search results)



Enforcing digital copyrights using technology

■ Controlling access to copyrighted works

■ Restrict access to the source of the work

■ Restrict manipulation of file containing work

■ Controlling server access

completely uncontrolled access

partially controlled access

completely controlled access

■ Controlling document access

unique file format

s/w to prevent viewing  / use of work without authorization from info 
provider

  access restriction thru encryption



 Contd..
■ Controlling use of the work

hardware / software
■ Authenticating the work

Digital signature 
■ the work being protected
■ the DS algo used
■   the key used

■ Implementing electronic contracts (license)
■ Authorship,  copyright ownership, date of creation, last 

modification, terms, conditions
■ Customer should purchase a key



Sources
International/Regional

■Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works, 1886 
(Berne)

■WIPO Copyright Treaty 1996 (WCT)
■WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty 1996 (WPPT)
■EC E-commerce Directive
■EC Information Society Directive
India

■Copyright Act 1956 (ICA)
■Information Technology Act 2000 (IITA)
UK

■Copyright , Designs and Patent Act 1988 (CDPA)
USA

■Copyright Act 1976(USCA)
■Digital Millennium Copyright Act 1998 (DMCA)



Technological Development
■ New Forms of copyrightable works

■ Digital, multimedia, 
■ New methods and tools of creation, 

adaptation, reproduction
■ New methods of use, communication, 

publishing, distribution
■ New methods of protections from 

unauthorized access
■ New sets of people involved



Technology and Copyright
■ Technology in creation: authoring tools, hosting tools, CIP, social 

networking, open source, open archive, new forms, multimedia, 
combination of work and service, quick production/transformation, 
customized products (Wikipedia)

■ Technology in Rights Management: Access control, e-commerce, 
dissemination, miniaturization, rights management systems

■ Technology in Detection: IP tracking, tools, logs,
■ Technology in infringements: hyperlinks, sharing, web 2.0

■ Copying: Ease of Replication, web tools: hyperlinks, sharing, web 
2.0, difficulty in differentiation

■ Distribution: Ease of Transmission and Multiple Use, 
miniaturization, compression, 

■ Adaptation: Plasticity of digital media: Can be converted into any 
form- Multimedia



Legislative Response to the digital 
challenge

■ Provisions becoming ineffective to address the 
challenges

■ New economic order: Information and knowledge 
economy

■ Fast pace of development require innovative 
legislative measures which remain relevant to 
address future challenges

■ Increasing use of non-statutory measures and 
counter measures as the existing legislation were 
found inadequate 

■ Rebalancing of public rights and owners rights



Copyright Issues in Digital 
Environment

■ Subject of Copyright: Work
■ Authorship/ownership

■ Undefined, 
■ Collaborative authorship, 
■ Pseudonymous, anonymous authorship, 
■ Open Source, Community, 
■ Service Provider, browsers, search engines, harvesters
■ Machine Generated- Translations, 
■ Qualification: Citizenship, Place of publication

■ Originality
■ Infringement: Infringers and their liability, Fair Dealing
■ Non statutory restrictions (Protective Measures)



Subject of Copyright : Form
■ Original literary, dramatic, musical and artistic works.
■ Cinematograph
■ Sound Recording
■ Broadcast: 

■ Communication to the public by any means of 
wireless diffusion, whether in any one or more of 
the forms of signs, sound or visual images; or 

■ By wire, and includes a re-broadcast (Sec 2 (dd))
■ Typographic Arrangement of published edition (UK 

CDPA)
■ Fonts (CDPA)



Subject of Copyright
■ Special forms

■ Computer program
■ Database
■ Multimedia
■ Computer Games
■ Website
■ Transmissions: video conference, webcast, 

Web TV



Fixation
■ ICA:  Nothing expressly mentioned. Expression
■ IITA [Sec 4] Legal Recognition of Electronic Records:

■ Where any law provides that information or any other matter shall 
be in writing or in the typewritten or printed form, then, 
notwithstanding anything contained in such law, such requirement 
shall be deemed to have been satisfied if such information or 
matter is (a) rendered or made available in an electronic form; and 
(b) accessible so as to be usable for a subsequent reference

■ CDPA : Copyright does not subsist in a literary, dramatic or musical 
work unless and until it is recorded, in writing or otherwise; …

■ US CA : in any tangible medium of expression, now known or later 
developed, from which they can be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise 
communicated, either directly or with the aid of a machine or device



Rights & Infringements
Potential Infringers

■ Content providers
■ Site operators
■ General service providers
■ Access providers
■ Hosting services
■ Communication providers
■ Location tool providers
■ Subscribers, users



Rights & Infringements
Liability considerations

■ Substainality
■ Relevant rights
■ direct  or associated infringement
■ Duty of care: by policy notification, warnings, other reasonable efforts to 

prevent infringement
■ Knowledge  available to the infringement
■ Authorization by the defendant
■ Participation and/or assistance provided  in overall infringement activity
■ Extent of Control
■ Inducement to others
■ Intention or negligence
■ Economic advantage 
■  



Rights & Infringement
■ Economic Rights

■ Reproduction
■ Adaptation & Translation
■ Distribution
■ Communication
■ Right against circumvention of 

technological measures
■ Moral Rights
■ Sui generis



Types of Infringements
■ Primary: Reproduction, adaptation, sale/rental
■ Secondary
■ Other than copyright: piracy, counterfeiting, 

bootlegging



General Defense to infringements
■ Mere idea not the expression
■ Idea merged in expression
■ Non creative portion/material
■ Material dictated by external factors (facts, 

directory)
■ Material in public domain



Rights & Infringements
Place Complexities on Internet

■ Place where work was created is relevant
■ Where the infringement takes place is 

relevant
■ Which court has the jurisdiction

■ 1968 Brussels Convention
■ 1988 Lugano Convention on Jurisdiction 

and Enforcement of Judgments in Civil and 
Commercial Matters

■ Brussels I  Regulation (EC44/2001)



Rights & Infringement: 
Reproduction

Reproduction rights, as set out in Art 9 of Berne Convention and 
exceptions  permitted thereunder , fully apply in the Digital 
Environment, particularly to use of works in digital form. It is 
understood that storage of a protected work in digital form in an 
electronic medium constitutes a reproduction within the meaning 
of Article 9 of the Berne Convention. (Agreed Statements 
concerning Article 1 (4) of WCT)

Important Factors to be considered
■ Form, duration, scope
■ Internet transmissions results into reproduction on several servers
■ Live telecast
■ Private copying: E-commerce model, fee based, revenue sharing, 

exchange, peer to peer sharing



Rights & Infringement: 
Reproduction

CDPA Sec 17
■Copying in relation to a literary, dramatic, musical 
or artistic work means reproducing the work in any 
material form.

■This includes storing the work in any medium by 
electronic means.

■ Copying in relation to any description of work 
includes the making of copies which are transient

■or are incidental to some other use of the work.



Rights & Infringement:  
Reproduction

Instances in Internet’s context
■ Posting or uploading copyrighted contents on a website
■ Linking: surface linking , deep linking
■ Framing
■ Caching: current pages, past visits, caching on a 

server (ISP or webserver) : for faster retrieval, 
outdated, may deprive owner of advertising

■ Archiving: mirroring
■ Thumbnails of images : Perfect10 v/s Google
■ Peer to peer sharing: Napster case, KaZaa, Grokster
■ Bit Torrent file sharing



Rights & Infringement:
Adaptation & Translation

■ Technology enabled, customized, fast, 
multimedia convergence

■ Fixation not required in adaptation : it is 
immaterial whether the adaptation has 
been recorded, in writing or otherwise, at 
the time the act is done



Rights & Infringement:
Distribution, Communication and 
Broadcast

■ On demand, (Liability?)
■ Uploading on the site: it is immaterial whether 

some one actually downloads or views the 
material (see sec 2 Communication to the 
public, sec 20 CDPA)

■ Complexities of time & space & liability
■ Broadcaster Rights & Performers Rights: 

Same provisions as in other forms will apply to 
webcast also. (who is broadcaster?)



Rights & Infringements
■ Public performance

■ Operator of the equipment are excepted from 
infringement

■ “Where copyright in a work is infringed by its 
being performed, played or shown in public by 
means of apparatus for receiving visual 
images or sounds conveyed by electronic 
means, the person by whom the visual images 
or sounds are sent, and in the case of a 
performance the performers, shall not be 
regarded as responsible for the infringement” 
CDPA S. 19(4)



Rights and Infringements: 
Secondary Infringement

■ Import of infringing copy
■ Dealing with infringing copies: possession, sale, let for hire, display, 

distributes
■ Makes, imports, distributes, possess an article specifically designed or 

adapted for making copies of that work, knowing or having reason to 
believe that it is to be used to make infringing copies.
■ Making website available for copying or electronic transmission or 

performance
■ Copyright in a work is infringed by a person who without the license 

of the copyright owner transmits the work by means of a 
telecommunications system (otherwise than by  communication to 
the public), knowing or having reason to believe that infringing 
copies of the work will be made by means of the reception of the 
transmission in the United Kingdom or elsewhere. CDPA Sec 24(2)

■ Permitting use of premises for infringement by performance



Limitations & Exceptions
Balance between interest of the rights owner and public interest of research & 
innovation

Article 13 TRIPS (3 step test)
■ Members shall confine limitations or exceptions to exclusive rights to –

■ certain special cases 
■ which do not conflict with a normal exploitation of the work and 
■ do not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the right holder.

WIPO Copyright Treaty (Art 10)
■ Reasonable quotations
■ Use as illustrations for teaching

Fair Dealing: Benefit should not be unfair to the rights owner
■Intended use/audience of the copy: Commercial  motive, deprive the owner business 
opportunity

■Nature of the copyrighted work: e.g. student text, unpublished material,
■Means  of obtaining copy : illegal means can not justify fair use defense
■Amount, substantiality and importance of the portion taken



Databases
■ Art 5 (WCT): Compilation of data (Databases): 

Compilation of data or other material, in any form, 
which by reason of the selection or arrangement 
of their contents constitute intellectual creations, 
are protected as such.  This protection does not 
extend to data or the material itself and is without 
prejudice to any copyright subsisting in the data 
or material contained in the compilation 

■ India: categorized as literary work, and have 
same protection as a literary work,  but not 
separately defined



Database
■ CDPA: a collection of independent works, data or 

other materials which
■ Are arranged in a systematic or methodical 

way, and
■ Are individually accessible by electronic or 

other means.
Q. Will an encyclopedia, music album, law report  

qualify as Database?
Source in EEC: EC Directive on Databases (1996)



Copyright Management Issues in 
Digital Environment

Organizational/micro level issues
■Ownership

■ Securing copyright in research and other 
publications,  registration

■ Employment policy
■ IPR  Policies, and practices: licensed products

■Acquisition
■ License terms
■ Monitor infringements

■Protecting and exploiting copyright
■Registration



Licensing in Digital Works
■ Reuse of earlier works:

■ Existing agreement with or without future use in digital form
■ No agreement-freelance journalists

■ Contractual or bare license
■ Overriding provisions: as per exception clauses
■ Types:

■ Express written contractual license
■ Shrink Wrap License: packaged products, agree when you 

open the seal, installation/registration process
■ Click-wrap license: packaged products, online products
■ Implied license: copyright notice, mother license 

(subscription registration), 
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Electronics Commerce Systems

E-Business



E-BUSINESS

E-Business is the powerful business environment that is 

created when we connect critical business systems directly to 

customers, employees, vendors, and business partners using 

intranets, E-Commerce technologies, collaborative 

applications and the Web



Developing E-Business Successfully means…...

BUILDING RELIABLE AND SCALABLE SYSTEMS FOR…
• security
• collaboration
• messaging
• E-Commerce payments
• supply-chain management
• sales force
• data warehousing
• customer relations

AND INTEGRATE ALL THE ABOVE WITH……..
• Back-end operations



E-Business has…..

• Increased the competition
• made companies reconfigure their business
• created a critical new market
• exploded the distribution channels
• imparted more power to customer



Main Ideas of E-Business

• Start Simple but grow fast

• Build on what you have



Evolution of E-Business

THREE GENERATIONS OF E-BUSINESS

• Establishing static presence on the web
• Lining front-ends with the back-ends
• Benefits of automation and integration extended to 

the customer

contd...



Generation 1
• Developing web-sites that served as the catalogs

Generation 2
• Linking the Web front-ends with back-end order 

management and inventory control systems
• Enabled customers to place and track orders directly from 

a company’s web site, thus giving customers more control 
over the order process

• Vendor-centric : company’s ability to automate internal 
process and link them to the web for the customers

contd...



Generation 3

• Companies extends the benefits of automation and 
integration to the customer

• not only deliver information directly to the customer but 
also customize services and data delivery in order to enable 
rich interaction among systems

• Companies conduct business programmatically
• Customer-centric approach: employs automation, 

integration and data delivery techniques to provide 
maximum competitive value to external customers



E-Business Models

There are three types of market places:

• Controlled by Sellers
• Controlled by Buyers
• Neutral Marketplaces



Seller Controlled Markets

• Set up by single vendor seeking many 
buyers

• Main aim
   to retain value and power in any transaction



Buyer Controlled Markets

• Set up by or for one or more buyers

• Main aim
   to shift value and power in marketplace on 

the buyer’s side
• Buyer intermediaries can also be there
   …act as agents



Neutral Markets

• Set up by third party intermediaries to 
match many buyers to many sellers

• Matches buyers to sellers at an auction
• Commission based



Choosing a Marketplace Model

   Choosing a marketplace depends on four 
factors:

• Are there transactions or benefits to be realized ?
• Is electronic market for product developing quickly ?
• Does company have substantial market share or buying 

power ?
• Would a neutral intermediary be beneficiary ?



E-Business Cycle

FOUR PROCESSES
• Transform
• Build
• Run
• Leverage



Transform

• Ability of company to transform core business 
processes and leveraging the reach and 
pervasiveness of the internet

• where to start?

Key to success lies in making e-business priorities 
the priorities of business



Transform                                      contd…..

PRIORITY

• Extending reach and 
capturing new markets

• Improve customer 
retention through 
better services

WHAT TO DO

• Enable web-site for 
E-commerce

• start giving instant 
information to 
customers on web-site



Build

• Involves building the transform applications

• Fastest and effective way is simply to extend and 
continue to modernize existing applications and 
develop the new ones with the existing 
information systems



Run

To run e-business successfully and optimally:

• offer reliability to ensure trust
• provide security that provides confidence
• manageability to ensure performance
• Since e-business solutions must grow quickly in 

multiple dimensions, SCALABILITY is also 
important



Leverage

Outside the Organization

• Becoming customer-centric means leverage 
existing data for greater understanding of the 
customer.

• What do customer buy, when and how do they 
buy?  -----------Use this information optimally



Leverage                                          Contd...

Inside the Organization
• Leverage the experience and knowledge of 

individuals within the organization -----
               to make a complex process work
               to roll out a new product

• Leverage existing knowledge and replicate best 
processes across the organization to improve 
innovation & responsiveness



The First Step in Development

• Involvement of all Major Groups
• Example: Intel
Intel  involved three major groups

SALES & MARKETING
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
PROCESS AND LOGISTICS



Overall Focus

• International reach and focus
• Easy fast access to all information
• Deep customer knowledge
• Effective customization
• Secure Transactions
• Reliable delivery
• Responsive customer support



Tasks Performed by

Sales and Marketing
• Application development, security, infrastructure, overall 

program management

Information Technology
• Program management, systems integration, marketing, 

international focus

Process and Logistics
• Customer services, corporate databases, planning, 

fulfillment 



CUSTOMER RELATION MANAGEMENT

Companies must know:

What does the customer want ?

First rule : know thy customer
Goal: Provide self-service customization



Companies must know:                    Contd...

How does the customer want it ?
• HTML is not the only tool

• Deliver the data as the customer want
     -Spreadsheet, XML, data, document
     -Businesses need loosely-coupled architectures that let                      

systems interact without creating dependencies



Companies must know:                    Contd...

Where does the customer want it ?
• Customer could be using:
     -workstation
     -or cell phone 

• Company’s delivery system must able to 
intelligently deal with a range of platforms 
and connections



Companies must know:                    Contd...

When does the customer want it ?

• E-business never sleeps
     so information is always needed

• customer needs information as soon as it 
becomes relevant

     example: customer must know the price changes



Communicating with Customer

• To increase sales and profits, companies 
must know:

Which customer to communicate to ?
When to communicate ?
    E-Business must have insight into each customer 

interaction and purchase information that 
accumulates constantly 



Prepare a Questionnaire

• How often does each customer respond to an e-mail 
promotion or web-site banner ad ?

• What is the average length of time between each customer 
transaction ?

• How quickly does the transaction value increase for each 
customer ?

• What is the average number of interactions before each 
customer buys ?

• What are the top 10 most viewed by each customer ? 
Products they buy? Products they don’t buy ?



Total Insight

 Combine product and transaction information 
with all customer information like:

• Purchase History
• Non-purchase interaction
• Promotion History
• Individual Customer Preferences
• Demographics
• Psychographics



Superior Customer Understanding

Personalization 
• be information intensive, helpful and 

relevant
Reach customer
• reach customers wherever they want to be 

reached



Writing a Business Case



Housekeep
ing

•

•

Attendee phone lines are automatically muted upon  
entry into the audio portion of the conference session.
Use WebEx Q&A to send questions to Carrie Long,
during the session, they will be compiled and asked at  
the end.

•

•

Additional questions not answered during the  
presentation will be addressed on the Strategic Librarian  
blog after the session (http://strategiclibrarian.com).
Recording and presentation slides will be delivered to all  
registrants/attendees after the session is completed.



Caveats

• Project – Solution – Program – Initiative



Why Write a Business 
Case

• Justify costs
• Document project
• Confirm the need
• Verify that solution meets business needs
• Communicate to all involved



Who Should Write the 
Business Case

• Contributors – anyone involved in the  
project should provide input

• Writer(s) – those who have an overall  
understanding for the entire project and  
can synthesize the multiple and varied  
contributions into one document



Overall Goals

• Make it interesting
• Keep it clear and concise.
• Minimize jargon
• Communicate facts – don’t conjecture
• Size the document to fit the size of your  

project
• Provide a picture or vision of the outcome.
• Demonstrate the value



Elements of Business 
Case

• Situational assessment and problem  
statement

• Project description
• Solution description
• Cost and benefit analysis
• Implementation timeline
• Critical assumptions and risk assessment
• Conclusions and recommendations



Situational Assessment & Problem 
Statement

• Assess issue to be addressed
– No problem solving yet

• Describe issue to be addressed in relation to  
historical and current environment
– Firm
– External forces
– People
– Actions
– Outcomes

• Align with firm’s business goals



Project Description

• Defines issue resolution or  
objective/scope

• Includes goals, time frame, resources  
needed, and cost



Solution 
Description

• Describes how the issue/problem gets solved
– Identifies

• Processes
• Resources
• Outcomes

– Includes
• Overview
• Detail
• Alternatives



Cost and Benefit 
Analysis

• Cost of project along with benefits
• Benefits must be qualitative or quantitative

– Who
– How
– When

• Estimates on the return on investment



Implementation 
Timeline

• Simple list of tasks
• Project milestones (significant events in a  

project)



Critical Assumptions and Risk 
Assessment

• Assumptions that may have a dramatic  
effect on the project

• Risks that may occur if project is not  
successful



Case 
Studies



Library Management System Case Study  
Situational Assessment & Problem Statement

•

•

•

•

The vendor has not focused on adding features that  
would provide better access to information via the  
Internet
The lawyers spend more time looking for information.  
Time that the client for which may refuse to pay.
Many of the firm’s partners have expressed concern that  
they are not conducting the most efficient or, sometimes,  
the best research they could.
The library staff would be more efficient doing  
administrative tasks with a new system



Library Management System Case Study  Project 
Description

• We propose replacing the existing system with  
one that better meets the firm’s needs.

• Putting a new system in place would:
– Reduce research time and costs
– Improve the quality of the research done
– Improve productivity of library staff



Library Management System Case Study  Project 
Description Cont.

• Selecting, purchasing and implementation - 12  
months, $100,000 and would require the  
following resources:
– Selection Team
– Key Decision Makers/Purchase Team
– Implementation Team



Library Management System Case Study  Solution 
Description

• Select from four vendors
– Conduct a needs assessment
– Attend vendor demos
– Develop and send out a RFP
– Follow up with references and/or local firms who are  

using the systems
– Make a recommendation for purchase



Library Management System Case Study  Solution 
Description

• Implement
– Design the interface for the researchers
– Develop technical requirements based on needs assessment  

and design
– Build the new interface
– Address workflow changes for library staff
– Implement the system with those changes in mind
– Train library staff and researchers in the use of the new system



Library Management System Case Study  Solution 
Description

• Expected Outcomes
– Researcher interface that provides easy access to  

print and online resources
– Training on using print and online to conduct research
– Improved tools for administrative work
– Better reports (e.g., budget)



Library Management System Case Study  Cost & 
Benefit Analysis

• Cost - $100,000
• Goals/Benefits

– Increase revenue - billing rate is $200/hour and there  
are 50 researchers, the 15 minutes - $2,500/day or

$600,000/year
– Create better results for the client

• Survey
– before and after implementation
– Effect on clients decision to pay

– Reduce need to add additional staff as the firm grows
• 5 staff members would provide a savings of $30,000/year



Library Management System Case Study  Timeline



Library Management System Case Study  Critical 
Assumptions and Risk Analysis

• Assumptions:
– The assigned staff (including lawyers) would have time to do the  

work
– While considering cost and library staff efficiency, the purchase  

decision made would focus on providing better access to  
research resources

• Risks if the project is not successful:
– The researchers would continue to be less effective and efficient  

in research
– The firm would need to add more library staff as the firm grows
– The expense for online resources will increase as the client  

refuses to pay



Library Management System Case Study  
Conclusions and Recommendation

•

•

•

Conclusions:
–The researchers could be doing more efficient and effective  
research
–The library staff FTE’s could be managed over time as the firms  
grows
–The expense of online research (both time and resource costs)  
could be made more acceptable to clients
Benefits:
–Improve revenue
–Provide better service to clients
–Manage staff costs over time
Recommendation



Knowledge Management Initiative Case Study

•

•

•

•

Work Product System

Situational assessment & problem statement – Lawyers  
who use examples and forms to do their work don’t have  
good access
Project Description – Purchase & implement system,  
cost and resources
Solution description – Review of vendors, RFP,  
purchase, implementation etc. Outcomes – improved  
access, more consistency in work product delivered
Cost/Benefit – Ability to take on additional clients,  
Anecdotal evidence of improved service to client



Knowledge Management Initiative Case Study

•

•

Work Product System

Critical Assumptions & Risk Management – 
Attorneys  will participate. Attorneys may not 
participate.
Conclusions & Recommendations – Benefits will be  
realized. ROI will be high.



Knowledge Management Initiative Case Study

•

•

•

•

Cost Recovery Initiative

Situational assessment & problem statement – Nothing  
in writing, partners and associates don’t understand how  
costs are recovered
Project Description – Survey clients and partners, Create  
policy, develop message to firm & clients,  
Resources/Costs & timeframe
Solution description – More detail regarding approach  
and outcomes
Cost/Benefit – Review cost, Benefits include reduction of  
online resource expenses



Knowledge Management Initiative Case Study

•

•

Cost Recovery Initiative

Critical Assumptions & Risk Management – The firm will  
agree to having a policy. Partners will not agree to the  
project.
Conclusions & Recommendations – Benefits will be  
realized. ROI will be high.


